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THE LATEST ON UNITED PIPING INC. ACTIVITIES

NUSHKA LAKE PROJECT
By Cory Halberg, Colleen Javorina & Abby Loucks

The Nushka Lake project has been in full swing since November 2017, with huge milestones being accomplished recently.
The project involves the installation of ¾ of a mile of 48-inch
pipe that is being re-routed from a 60-foot-deep swamp.
The size of this project is incredible, from the length of the
re-route to the pipe diameter to the size of the crew needed
to complete the work. Currently, there are 150 UPI employees
working on this project. Crews have been working 24 hours a
day, seven days a week since the start of the project and that
schedule will continue until its completion in April.

This project is unique and challenging in many aspects, and
the project team’s success has not come easy. We’ve had to
work in less than ideal conditions in a swampy area, relying a
great deal on Mother Nature for the success of the job, specifically when it comes to ice road construction and an extremely
tight deadline of project completion before spring. Add in the
removal of the 4,500 feet of existing pipeline and a challenging tie-in to make this project truly noteworthy for UPI.

During the project, we were able to achieve 33 inches of
frost for frost road construction. While others may hate cold
winters, all involved in this project have been very thankful for
the cold weather as it made a difficult project more manageable. The pipe has been strung, welded, and lowered in, and
we are currently filling it for the hydrostatic testing portion
of this project. The outage started at the beginning of March,
and afterwards it is imperative that pipe removal, cleanup, and
full-scale demobilization takes place in a timely manner before
the snow melts.
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appreciated as it frees this successful team up
for upcoming projects and opportunities. Great
job on this project!
Duluth Airport Clearing Project – Thank you to
our sister company Northland Constructors for
this opportunity to be a subcontractor to them
on this project. It was fun to work together and
you weren’t too hard on us!

We are two-thirds of the way through what
will be our busiest 1st Quarter ever. We have
worked 163,154 man-hours through February
2018. That is compared to 625,409 man-hours
in all of 2017. For all the people working
through the winter temperatures and challenging conditions, thank you for your efforts to
make us successful!
Operations Review
Chicago Region – The team in place in Chicago
has my complete confidence in their ability
to succeed. A great team in place there! All
crews currently working.
Horizontal Directional Drilling – Awesome first
year (really only 8 months as they joined in late
April). What the HDD team accomplished in
the first year is hard to do. The project moratorium that the PA governor put in place is over.
Drilling looks to resume early March. Looks to
be another great year.
UPI Access Division – I’m excited for the
growth I believe this division will experience
this year by getting more MN Power work
along with the traditional timber matting work
for digs.
Fab Shop – It was nice to see work pick up
here in the tail end of 2017. The guys are now
working diligently to run ASME procedures
in preparation for recent client specification
changes.
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Cathodic Protection – Good backlog lined up.
Two projects starting very soon.
Nushka Lake (Enbridge) – What a project and
what a team. These folks are the majority of
the hours worked this year. Lots of double
shifts and long hours in tough conditions. Very
safe. The pipe is in and we are currently filling
water for the hydrotest. The tie-in outage date
is March 5th. Then we need to remove the
existing pipeline and demobilize off the ice
roads before warmer temperatures impact the
travel lanes. Challenging project.
Floodwood Winter Digs (TCPL) – Things are
starting to wrap up on these multiple winter
digs. It was enjoyable for me to hear about
Medford, Kendall, and Isaac (Skinny) succeeding under Rich Oswskey’s leadership on these
challenging digs and did they ever battle the
water. Great job! Now heading back onto
Dent 37 (TCPL).
Griffith (Enbridge) – Things are wrapping up on
this project. My hat off to Jason Bekkala and
Jim Mitchell and the entire team there.
Joliet CS (TCPL) – Thanks to this team for
adding some needed compressor station experience to UPI’s resume of recent work!
Nexus Meter Stations – I am pretty sure that
this team is cursing me out for pushing to
complete this work through the winter (especially with the muddy reports that are coming
in). Know that your efforts here are very much

2018 Opportunities
UPI was awarded the I-55 HDD Support and
Mechinical work by BP. We also have a tremendous amount of opportunities that we have proposed on, are currently completing proposals
on, and more are known to be coming. I fully
expect to have some announcements in the
next newsletter. 2018 is still looking to be a
good year.
Safety
Winter conditions pose some unique hazards
in regard to working safely. Thank you all for
contributing to our drive to zero injuries!
I am proud to be a part of this company
because of you and the engaged construction
professionals we are creating.
Values
A number of us just attended an industry
association meeting for the PLCA. One of the
biggest, if not the biggest, challenges we face
in the next 2-7 years is TALENT. We WILL be
experiencing one of the largest generational
change-outs this country has ever experienced
with approximately 80M baby boomers exiting
the workforce in the next 2 to 7 years. There
are approximately 40M Gen-X’ers that exist
in the workforce as the next generation. That
leaves a tremendous opportunity for the approximately 60M Millennials that have entered
or will be entering the workforce.
Starting now and in the coming years, most
agree that there will be more change coming
at an ever increasing rate. The organizations
with the people that are the most accepting of
change and consider it as a tremendous opportunity will win. The younger generation is good
at adaptability and accepting change. They
are also tremendously tech savvy and embrace
new ways to communicate.
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They are also loyal brand ambassadors (if the
organization they work for is engaging them).
These are great strengths to focus on!
The skills and experience leaving the workforce
will need to be passed down to the younger
generations in a short amount of time. In an
effort to compete in the talent war, UPI will
be rolling out a program in the next 18 months
to recruit and train new field leaders. The
majority (and most effective part) of this skill
and knowledge transfer will take place in the

field. I have the following call to action for
UPI’s senior field leaders…..find those junior
field leaders that naturally align with our
company values and that show promise, and
start mentoring them. We have a tremendous
amount of training opportunities available with
UPI and our parent company APi. Please take
advantage of them.
As we develop these programs and beyond, our
current junior field leaders have the greatest
opportunity to make us successful here. Our

current workforce of laborers, operators,
welders/fitters, and teamsters have one of the
biggest opportunities to affect the success of
an organization than ever before in US history.
You can do that by taking advantage of the
development opportunities available to you
and progressing to ever increasing levels of
leadership.

Mel Olson, President

SAFETY CORNER
Mike Arneson and Scott Blacketter Receive Enbridge Certificates of Recognition
Mike Arneson, UPI foreman, and Scott
Blacketter, UPI Laborer were recently
recognized by Enbridge for going above and
beyond the call of duty to contribute to safety.
Mike continues to demonstrate and drive a
safety mindset every day and always conducts
a very detailed morning meeting. Scott noticed
that one of the sets of steps on an office trailer
were unstable. He informed the people inside
the trailer that he would be working on them
and they should use the other door for the time
being.
Mike Arneson (left) with the Certificate of Recognition.

Thanks to Mike and Scott for embracing and
driving our safety culture in a positive manner!

3 Common Types of Hand Injuries
1. Lacerations are the most common type of
hand injuries. Lacerations are caused by sharp
objects or tools.
2. Crush injuries are usually due to employees
placing their hands in the line of fire between two
objects or in a rotating piece of equipment. Pinch
points on equipment or tools are also common
causes of crush injuries.
3. Fractures occur when there is a sudden blow to
the bones in the fingers or hands. Motor vehicle
accidents often cause fractures to the hands. Another common cause of fractures is an individual
extending out their hands to catch themselves
from a fall.
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Scott Blacketter (left) with the Certificate of Recognition.

Safe Work Practices

Hand Safety

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use the correct tool for the task.
Use tools as designed and intended by the
manufacturer.
When using a portaband, use both hands to
operate the tool.
Use the safest tool for the job. A utility knife
should be your last resort when cutting something.
Wear gloves appropriate for the task. Cut resistant gloves should be used while using cutting
tools or handling sharp objects.
Be aware of the line of fire and keep your hands
and fingers out of pinch points.
When using a cutting tool, always cut away
from yourself and others.
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PROJECT UPDATES

UPI Access Division
By Nate Grayson and Abby Loucks

Airport Runway Obstruction Removals
UPI was tasked to clear just over 60 acres of trees from the Duluth
International Airport’s runway 9-27 approaches. The project included
mulching and chipping trees on the upland areas, and removal of the
trees in the wetland areas.

MN Power Nemadji Line Clearing
UPI is clearing around 13,000 feet of power line right-of-way for MN Power
so that they can construct the main line leading into their new Nemadji
Switching Station.
Integrity Dig Program – Matting
We are supplying Casper Construction and Charps, LLC integrity crews
with matting on 10-15 active sites in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and
Northern Wisconsin. This includes approximately 450 mats.

Griffith Terminal

Tank Farm
By Nick Oetterer

By Jason Bekkala

The project has been progressing at a steady pace and the
end is in sight. With all of the problems that have come up
we were able to find solutions and get the task finished.
We’ve had numerous weather delays, and recently, flooding. Four days prior to pouring the sump tank footing, as
in the picture, our site flooded and our 19 foot excavation
was ¾ full of water. Our foreman Jim Mitchell has been
outstanding on this project. It hasn’t been an easy road from
the start of this project, but Jim has always kept the crew
focused on the task at hand and moving forward. We’re
hoping to have the project complete and demobilized by
March 17th.

HDD

By Carolyn Dodge
The HDD Division is gearing up to start
back on the Mariner East II project again
in March. After the second PADEP shutdown, the crews are eager to get back to
work. Once the work starts we will have
three crews on the ground.
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All tank farm work has come to an end with
the exception of finishing up the painting in
the spring time for the terminal relief and the
L5 relief projects. There are outlying projects
that need to be completed as soon as our client
finishes the engineering. The surge relief
project, which line 3 will tie in to this fall/
winter, still needs to be completed. We are
currently bidding on work in the terminal and
hope to have an active role inside the fences
again soon.
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Fabrication Shop
By Josh Hansen

The fabrication shop just finished up the pre-fabrication for the
Nushka Lake project. We fabricated some massive 54” pig traps,
as well as some smaller piping assemblies that will be used for
blow-down. We have also started the process of setting all new
ASME welding procedures. These procedures will cover all our
typical shop welding processes such as stick welding (SMAW) and
subarc (SAW). In addition, we will be utilizing some newer GMAW
processes that will have the ability to greatly increase productivity.
Utilizing these new procedures (and the ASME code) should really
help to simplify and streamline all aspects of welding in our shop.

Floodwood Digs
By Scott Miland

The integrity digs in Floodwood have only just recently wrapped up. There
were 6 digs over a 7 mile stretch of TransCanada pipeline. The various
corrective actions entailed waxing, armor coating, and installing a sleeve.
As could be anticipated with digging in a swamp, there were some
challenges, but the effective handling of these and the overall success of
the project can be directly attributed to the professionalism and dedication
of our entire field crew. It is no small feat to effectively perform 24-hr
operations in a swamp, and that is exactly what our personnel did. Thanks
to all that had a hand in making this project a success.

Chicago Region
By Paul Bertie

Twin Cities Quick Response
A client in the Twin Cities recently required assistance with very
little notice. Fortunately, Justin Hultquist and Jeff Pease were
ready to help. They mobilized to the site over the weekend,
which happened to be the same time a large sporting event
was taking place in Minneapolis. They had to thaw the ground
over several days in order to excavate a pipe. Bob Humphrey
and Robert Humphrey, Jr. joined them to assist with the final
repair. Due to their promptness and ability to work in challenging
conditions, UPI had another successful project with this client.

Joliet Compressor Station
By Cory Gestwicki

Things are starting to wrap up at the Joliet Compressor Station. The Phase 2 outage was
scheduled to end February 26th, marking the end of a long 30-day outage at the Station.
The crew was fantastic at handling the 7 days per week schedule and finished many project
milestones ahead of schedule in the face of many challenges and changes during commissioning. The project is shifting focus to punch list items and assistance with commissioning
the second compressor in March.
Vol. 6 Issue 2
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Nexus

By AJ Emanuel
Everyone’s level of diligence is being tested as Ohio continues to throw
difficult weather conditions our way. Our manpower is at its peak right
now as we prepare for the first of the three big pressure tests this
project includes. We look forward to moving past that milestone and
begin the many steps toward buttoning up the first Meter Station. Work
continues to be busy on the site for Stations 2 and 3 to install all of the
large headers connecting to the Meter and Regulation skids. Recognition to Rich Olson, Chad Izzard, and the field leadership teams they have
for continuing to work together taking on each challenge presented.
We’d also like to congratulate Jim Winklesky for the newest addition to
the UPI family, his son Grant!

COMMUNITY GIVING
Lake Superior Ice Festival

Slide construction

UPI again partnered with Enbridge in 2018 to sponsor the Lake Superior Ice Festival in Superior, WI.
The event is a free and family-friendly community
event which offers activities from pond hockey to
enjoying a drink at an ice bar. UPI also took on the
feat, for the second year in a row, of building a 250’
sledding hill for kids and adults alike to enjoy. We
also had several volunteers that helped throughout
the event with planning, snow hill construction,
marketing, and hill monitoring! Nice work to all for
helping a fun community event thrive.

Children getting ready to go up the slide that UPI built

University of MN Duluth Engineering Scholarship

Hermantown Hockey

We recently supported the UMD Engineering Scholarship
fund which created a $1000 scholarship for an engineering student. A big congrats goes out to UMD Engineering
student, Abigail Croal! Abigail, who is originally from
Medina, MN, was chosen as the 2017-18 United Piping
Scholar — earning herself a scholarship to help further
her studies in mechanical engineering. At UPI, we’re
so proud to be able to help advance the education and
careers of talented, hard-working individuals like Abigail.
Already very accomplished, we can’t wait to see what
the future has in store for her as she continues to excel
in the field of engineering.

We recently supported the Hermantown
Hockey PeeWee B Tournament. The tournament was a success and Hermantown
B Gold took third place and Hermantown
B Blue came in fourth out of eight teams.
Great job boys! We’re proud to be able to
support such a great group!

Mel Olson, President, with scholarship
recipient Abigial Croal

Other Recent Support
•
•
•
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Savannah Drifters Snowmobile Club
YMCA Corporate Olympics
Duluth School Patrol (School Police Fund)

•
•
•

Five Skies LLC
Humane Society of Douglas County
IUOE 49
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PEOPLE OF UPI
EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
Justin Nos
Justin grew up on a small farm in Minnesota where he still
enjoys farming with his family as well as ice fishing. He came
to UPI after graduating from UMD (Go Bulldogs!) with his
Mechanical Engineering degree. Justin is currently the Client
Manager for Enbridge LP/MP projects and has been at UPI for 6
years coming up in May. The best part of Justin’s job at UPI is
all the great people he gets to work with and all the friends he
has made along the way.

Tim Darif
Tim and his wife, Nicole, live in Illinois with their three daughters and a pup named Diesel. He enjoys fishing, snowmobiling,
four wheeling, camping and riding motorcycles. Tim is a proud
UA member and has been since 2000. He had a short stint with
UPI in 2013 before coming back in 2017 as an Assistant Superintendent on a project in Illinois. When asked a fun fact about
himself Tim said that before coming to UPI he has never sent an
email and now he sends handfuls every day. We look forward to
having Tim around in the future and seeing the emails flow!
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FEATURED VETERAN

Lucie Stein-Cartford
Lucie was accepted into the Marine Officer Program in 2010, after graduating from college, and was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in August
of 2010. After commissioning, she spent six months learning basic infantry
tactics in Quantico, Virginia, and then got orders to Camp Pendleton as a
supply officer with 1st Supply Battalion, Combat Logistics Regiment 17,
First Marine Logistics Group. Shortly thereafter, she received orders to 1st
Law Enforcement Battalion, and was part of the creation of the unit from a
set of plans on paper into a 680-person unit with all associated equipment
and capabilities. She was promoted to 1st Lieutenant in 2012 and served
the remainder of her active duty time as the unit supply officer for 1st Law
Enforcement Battalion.
Lucie’s last day of active service was August 25, 2014. She decided to
leave because her favorite part of being a supply officer was leading and
supporting Marines, and progression in the supply field means less time
with people and more time with paperwork. As important as paperwork is,
she prefers people!
The most important thing Lucie learned during her active duty time came
from her Staff Platoon Commander in 2010. He said, “As long as you are
professionals, and take care of each other, you will succeed.”
Lucie came to UPI in September of 2015 after spending a year in the Leadership Development Program (LDP) at APi. Her first 7-week rotation was with
UPI. She spent her first 9 months at UPI in the field as a Project Engineer
on the Marysville Station project. In August of 2016, she took her current
position as Training and Development Manager.
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PEOPLE OF UPI
EMPLOYEE RECOGNITIONS
John Wenberg

Submit Your Ideas
We want to hear from you about what
you would like to see us cover, highlight,
and feature in our upcoming issues.
Suggestions, ideas, stories, and photos
can be submitted to meerim.miland@
unitedpiping.us

By Mechanical General Superintendent Nate Rickard
John has worked for UPI for many years and has been a loyal, hardworking, and dedicated UPI
employee. He worked for us when we were Ogston’s before becoming UPI, and has continued
to be a valued and loyal employee to us. John worked on the first big job UPI did at the
Superior Terminal in 2000, which was also our first pumping station job with UPI. He has been
on multiple UPI jobs, too many jobs to count. He has been a great mentor to many pipefitters
through the years, including myself. I would like to thank John for his dedication and all the
work that he’s done through the years.

UPI Employee Discounts
MARINE GENERAL
With proof of employment (recent check
stub), receive a 30% discount on FR
Carhartt clothing and outerwear. Valid at
Duluth, MN store only.

Robert Gall
By Nushka Lake Project Manager Cory Halberg
Robert Gall started on this project as an Operator, but he transferred to a Superintendent role
midway through. When he stepped into the new role, he did everything possible to make this
project the successful one that it has been. He has a wealth of knowledge and the project
would not be where it is today without Robert. A big thank you goes out to all employees that
have been working this challenging schedule from the beginning. Thank you to everyone for
your great attitudes and willingness to work. This has had a major impact on productivity and
has made this project an enjoyable one.

NEW EMPLOYEES / NEW POSITIONS
Joe Rose - Estimator
Joe joined the UPI team in January 2018. He has over 30 years of experience in the oil and gas
industry, specifically cost estimating, scheduling and project controls. Of those years Joe spent
17 working overseas and Yemen remains his favorite country he resided in.
Joe’s wife and four kids live in Texas and take care of the family’s 14 cows and 3 horses.
We’re all very excited to have Joe on board and he’s been a great addition to UPI’s Estimating
team.

4510 AIRPORT ROAD, DULUTH, MN 55811
WWW.UNITEDPIPING.US
P: 218-727-7676
NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS:
E: meerim.miland@unitedpiping.us

BEAR SHOE WORKS
$10.00 discount off any pair of boots and
no charge small repairs on purchased
boots when using UNITED PIPING INC.
promo code. Valid in-store only at Superior, WI
location.

RED WING BOOTS
With proof of employment (recent check
stub), receive a 15% discount on Red Wing
brand boots, and a 10% discount on Irish
Setter boots. Valid at Duluth, MN store only.
STEEL-TOE-SHOES.COM
10% off order total at steel-toe-shoes.com.
Select your items to order and at checkout
enter code: DISCOUNT in the coupon box &
click redeem coupon. Or order by phone at
1-866-737-7775.
COMFORT INN - WEST
Single or 2 Queen Room. Any day of the
week: $89 (plus tax). To book, call at 218628-1464 and ask for UPI rate.
PIER B RESORT
Business travel purposes. Sun - Thurs: $102
(plus tax). Rate not available Fri - Sat. To
book, call 218-481-8888 and ask for UPI
rate. Valid at Duluth, MN location only.
COUNTRY INN & SUITES
Standard King or Double Queen Rooms.
Sun - Thurs: $99 (plus tax). 15% off Fri - Sat
rates. To book, call or go online and use
code: 139597. Valid at Duluth, MN location
only.

P: 218-461-3652 (OFFICE)
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